1 Abstract-Design of a two axis sun tracking system is much more complex compared to one axis. Tracking the sun could be accomplished by either running algorithms integrated to system or using photoresistances. In this study, mathematical formulation of sun tracking system using photoresistances and its mechanical components, is derived. A new sun tracking system is proposed considering the results of calculation. The system capable of moving in two axis tracks the sun from sunrise to sunset as sunlight is always normal to its surface. So, it profited from sunlight optimally. System stops during cloudy weather or after sunset and so inessential power consumption is prevented. Moreover, consumed energy by the motors providing movement of system is minimized by the new system. Designed two axis sun tracking system is compared with a fixed system and it is observed that 30 % more electrical energy is produced annually.
I. INTRODUCTION
The best photovoltaic panels are made from silicon (Si) material which are having more than 24 % efficiency by the technological developments during the last 30 years. They are known as high efficient single crystal panels. As they are expensive, technology on thin film panels has improved in last 20 years. In the meantime, production of photovoltaic panels has increased annually approximately 30 % around the world [1] .
Optimal utilization of photovoltaic panels under different weather conditions is one of the economic problems. To use in rural area or away from city center is much more convenient for these cases. Photovoltaic panels could be uneconomical since lack of sunlight or severe weather conditions. That is why so many studies on declination angle have been done to maximize efficiency [2] - [4] .
Output power of any photovoltaic system depends on obtained solar energy. To provide more solar energy as an input to system, it is required to track the sun. Applications brought out different sun tracking systems. In this study, a photovoltaic two-axis sun tracking system is used. Evaluation of different systems is based on annual measurement of sunlight as input of system and power as output of system [1] .
Efficiency of photovoltaic panels reaches maximum when sunlight comes normal to surface. So, to control the motors in suitable moments is needed to provide this condition. Control circuit achieves by the help of photoresistances. Control circuit consists of electronic and mechanical systems as shown in Fig. 1 . Providing sunlight always normal is accomplished by calculating sun movement and using 5 LDR in control circuit. 2 LDR is used for detecting horizontal axis (East-West) and 2 LDR is used for detecting vertical (North-South) and one LDR is used to check the sun. So, motors can always track sun as sunlight is always normal to surface [4] - [8] . Design of two-axis photovoltaic panel (solar tracking) system is a difficult task. Efficiency and cost of tracking system should be optimized. Energy consumption is concerned in tracking system, differently than fixed ones. This is a factor affecting efficiency of system. To minimize this effect, literature is investigated and a DC motor having gear system (Damper Motor) with low energy consumption is found as best choice [1] .
II. MODELLING OF MECHANIC SYSTEMS
In this section, performed two-axis photovoltaic panel (sun tracking) system will be addressed. In tracking systems, consumption of energy is in question differing than fixed systems. It affects the system efficiency. To minimize this effect, literature is investigated and a DC motor with gear unit which has very low energy consumption is selected. Both motors have same properties. Figure 2 shows the tracking system as mounted to the roof of building. In modelling the system, (1)-(5) (derived for system shown in Fig. 4 ) are used for horizontal (East-West) and vertical (North-South) axis [4] . This tracking system makes movement in two-axis. Horizontal (East-West) and vertical (North-South) axis are moved separately even they are connected together. System is moving in horizontal and vertical directions independently as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . Both systems are facilitated by using two roller bearings. Wind load data for 10 years are taken from meteorology for the place where experiments are done and it is seen that they can be neglected because their values are very low (<3.5 m/s). But system is built as withstanding the loads over average [4] .
For vertical (North-South) axis of the system:
,
where
Mathematical modelling of vertical axis of mechanical systems is (Fig. 3.) .
. , .
Laplace transform of equation:
Equation (7) is shortened as
When (9) is substituted into (8):
It is not needed to derive the equations for horizontal axis because both axis are under same conditions [3] , [4] .
III. MODELLING OF SUN TRACKING
Modelling for one axis is enough as system works same at both axes. Working principle of system is shown in Fig. 6 . 4(four) photoresistances (LDR) placed onto panel surface to direct to correct α angle (angle of incidence). LDRs are placed so that every LDR has same amount of sunlight when sunlight comes as normal to surface. LDRs are used as current source and are connected to different channels of operative amplifier. As currents of LDRs are related to range of sunlight, an error occurs when sun light doesn't come to normal to surface. Motor arrange system back to normal by applying this voltage difference to servo amplifier.
A. Coordinate System
Centre of coordinate system is assumed to be on output gear. When reference axis is accepted as the fixed body of DC motor, all rotations are measured around this axis. Sun axis (line connecting centre of output gear with sun) states ) (t r  reference angle (Fig. 5) . Purpose of control system is to minimize the angle difference, ( ) t  , between ( ) r t  
B. Error Detector
When tracking axis overlaps with sun axis: ( ) 0 t   and ( ) ( )
As shown in Fig. 6 , sunlight having W width reaches at certain α angle to A cell with oa width and to B cell with ob width:
On the other hand, when 2I is the maximum current of a 
Sunlight goes only onto A cell (LDR1) and
Nonlinear characteristic shown in Fig. 7 can be used to define error detector. As ( ) t  angle is very small, ( ) t  is used instead of absis tan ( ) t  . 
C. Operative Amplifier
There is following relation between ( ) 
D. Servo Amplifier
Gain of servo amplifier is -K. Output of servo amplifier as shown in Fig. 6 
Block diagram showing functional relations of system is given in Fig. 8 .
It is not needed to derive equations for vertical axis as both axes are under same conditions [4] , [9] .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The system whose mathematical model is derived is working properly. Sunlight is provided as always normal to panel surface at vertical or horizontal axis because it tracks the sun in both axes. Movement in one axis brings a shift in other axis as sun moves in an elliptical path. But, how much is shifted is calculated by the LDRs and system is corrected to provide sunlight as always normal to surface. Designed system is compared with a fixed one shown in Fig. 9 . Designed two axis sun tracking system is producing 30 % more energy annually as shown in Fig. 10 [10] . Consumed energy by mechanical system during tracking the sun like friction losses has such a negligible value that it is omitted. It is recommended to researchers to focus on comparing this system with other sun tracking systems and with the ones using integrated algorithms for further studies.
